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Introduction 

This is a study of two Iranian Sufi orders as they have developed socially over this 

century. They both claim to represent, exclusively, the Ne'matollahï order. The 

tensions contained within this competition for spiritual authority have been paralleled 

by challenges to internal cohesion in each order, and augmented by the need to relate 

to worldly regimes. Worldly regimes have often been hostile and sometimes lenient, 

but in always-different ways. Sufi performance upon these tensions has given shape 

to the orders' social development. I will briefly discuss the theoretical notions em

ployed in my exploration of the modern Saficallsahï and SoltancalIsahI (Necmatol-

lahl) orders, which for reasons explained below I conceptualise as 'mystic regimes'. 

Until fairly recently, the anthropology of religion was bifurcated into idealistic, 

culturalist approaches in religious anthropology on the one hand, and a materialistic, 

power-centred political anthropology on the other. Either culture or politics remained 

residual categories in these studies (cf. BAX, 1987). Many great monographs in the 

anthropology of Islam have largely exemplified this meaning-power bifurcation too. 

In the study of Sufism, for example, GELLNER'S Saints of the Atlas (1969) did not 

deal with esoterism, but 'rural Moroccan political structure' (GEERTZ, 1971: 763). His 

study was "a transposition of Evans-Pritchard's analysis of the role of the Sanusi bro

therhood in Libya" (BALDICK, 1989: 156), which dealt with the order "only in so far 

as deemed necessary to an understanding of the political development" (EvANS-

PRITCHARD, 1949: preface). GEERTZ's Islam Observed (1968), in contrast, ignored 

power and politics and explored the relations between worldview, ethos and religious 

perspectives (cf. ASAD, 1983: 252). Concerns with meaning in individual fieldwork 

encounters, largely in isolation from politics, economics or class and "at the expense 

of [...] exhaustive recordings of detailed social activity" (BEAL, 1995: 289), have also 

marked several reflexive approaches that developed from Geertz's symbolical anthro

pology (that is: RABINOW, 1977, CRAPANZANO, 1980, and DWYER, 1982). Without 

problematising the power-meaning divide, some studies nevertheless went beyond it 

in description. GlLSENAN's Saint and Sufi in Modern Egypt (1973) represented "an 

effort to articulate [...] economic, political and historical contexts with patterns of re

ligious faith and experience" (ElCKELMAN, 1984: 5), while the interrelations be-

in 
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tween class and religious patterns have since remained important in his work (cf. 

GILSENAN, 1982 (introduction), 1985, 1996). In her study of relations between Sufism 

and politics in Pakistan, EWING (1983: 253) indicated that politicians allied them

selves with Sufism not only because Sufi masters were politically and economically 

powerful, but also because they provided legitimisation as embodiments of spiritual 

authority. That is, relations had their rationale in an 'ideational' element intrinsic to 

Sufism. Dealing with politics and Sufism in a similar fashion, HAMMOUDI (1997) 

identified 'the cultural foundations of Moroccan authoritarianism' in the Sufi master-

disciple relationship - both as a cultural template and an organisational structure. 

1. 

The concept of 'religious regime' as conceived and developed by BAX (1987, 1988, 

1990) and deployed by, for instance, SPIER (1991) and W O L F (1991) was devised to 

tackle the power-meaning divide in anthropology theoretically. One of the few 

theoretical antecedents in the field of religion was provided by Abner Cohen, who 

"viewed power and symbolism as distinct variables in dialectical relationship with 

each other" (PARKIN, 1996: xv). BAX, more specifically, held that religious 

phenomena remain incomprehensible outside human networks of interdependencies 

(1987: 1) and, simultaneously, that religious processes are relatively autonomous 

(1987: 2). By implication, reductionist determinisms are ruled out: neither can 

symbolic structures be conceived of as self-generating entities, nor can they be 

reduced to ideology in struggles for power and wealth. In the study of Sufism, 

one of the advantages of studying Sufi cults as contemporary, viable and 
generative symbolic and ethical movements is that this enables us to explore the 
connections between Sufi cosmologies, ethical ideas, bodily ritual practices and 
organisational forms, which have been lost in earlier historical and 
anthropological studies (WERBNER and BASU, 1998: 4). 

Religious regimes connote a "constellation of dependencies that is characterised by 

religious imagery and acts" (SPIER, 1991: 10; BAX, 1988: 10). The social dynamics of 

religious regimes are accounted for by relations with worldly regimes, confrontations 

with other religious regimes, and by internal tensions (BAX, 1987: 3). The second 

conceptual advantage in 'religious regimes', besides bridging the meaning-power 

divide, lies in this specification of levels. In his discussions of domination and resis

tance, SCOTT (1985, 1990) dichotomously opposed the dominant and the subordinate 
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(GAL, 1995: 417). Even when confronted with violent state oppression, however, Sufi 

orders also engaged in relations to lateral regimes, and internal struggles for spiritual 

authority. That is to say, religious regimes always "have their own politics" 

(ORTNER, 1995: 177) as well, the dynamics of which affect the nature of domination. 

Depending on the political context, the Ne'matollah! orders have managed to 

contain domination in different coalitions, with either the state or jurist regimes. Sufi 

leaders were able to negotiate their orders effectively, moreover, to the extent that 

they were able to establish internal control. Finally, there has often been a gap 

between or deliberate differentiation of internal and external realms in Sufi orders. 

This explains why there has often been an 'ambiguity of resistance' (cf. ORTNER, 

1995: 175) in the mystic regimes when faced with domination. While some disciples 

in the Islamic Republic conceived of their Sufi religiosity as a protest against state 

Islam, many of their leaders have simultaneously been eager (not to resist but) to 

accommodate Sufism to the jurist state. That is, the apparent 'resistance' of a few 

took place within a larger configuration, which had 'accommodation' as keyword. 

2. 

The concept of religious regimes was legitimately conceived of as a heuristic 

instrument (SPIER, 1991: 9, cf. BAX, 1987: 2). But its large scope is potentially 

problematic for ethnography, as the relation of an historical dependency constellation 

to the human acts that build and keep it in place - to 'acting' - may become obscure. 

BAX (1990) and SPIER (1991), for instance, conceived of the Roman Catholic 

church (as a whole) as a religious regime. It is not very easy, however, to realise the 

'constellation of dependencies' metaphor in the case of the Church. It includes both 

such phenomena as Opus Dei - with its own substructure, largely independent from 

and in competition to the Curia - and liberation theology - autonomously entering 

into ecumenical coalitions with Protestants and Jews against establishment/orthodo

xy in general. These structures rather leave the Roman Catholic church as a nominal 

collection of difference; unified mainly by the prevalence of Christian competition. 

The relations to the Vatican of both Opus Dei and liberation theologians are like 

the external relations of hierarchically situated competitor regimes, whose courses 

only sporadically collide with the spiritual centre. Being significantly self-contained, 

the contexts for the growth of Opus Dei and liberation theology were exterior to the 

Vatican, i.e. post-war Spain and Marxist revolutionary ideology in the 1960s in Latin 
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America, respectively. Monsignor Escriva resisted and acted upon leftist secu

larisation in Spain and Archbishop Romero fought poverty and government violence 

in El Salvador. As real dependencies do exist within these competitor groups, they 

are the more legitimate objects for the concept of religious regimes. More important 

as an argument for studying real dependencies, however, they bring into focus the 

human acts that build, manipulate, overthrow or keep dependencies in place. 

WEBER wrote that "the most irrational form of religious behaviour, the mystic ex

perience, is in its innermost being not only alien but hostile to all form" (1977: 342). 

Judging and inferring from its outward representations, however, Sufi experience 

bears the marks of, and leaves its marks on, time. Private and public relations, and 

liturgical practice in speech and writing, have shaped Sufi experience in particular, 

historical balances of religious need and constraint (cf. SPIER, 1991: 10-12, 1994: 20). 

In the Islamic Republic and the Pahlavi period, Sufi experience differed because 

(different) religious urge was subject to different constraint. State-led modernisation 

under Reza Shah, for instance, was contemporaneous with Sufi instruction that 

related spiritual progress to education and national development. Masters, disciples, 

poets and war volunteers alike equated Sufi experience with mystical martyrdom, 

while the Islamic Republic appealed to the Islamic, Iranian nation to sacrifice itself. 

Addressing internal and external audiences, these instances of Sufi speech and 

writing allow for a conceptualisation as 'performance': that which in a particular pe

riod gives 'form to experience' (cf. FABIAN, 1990: 13; BARBER, 1992: 284). I find my

self in agreement with FABIAN that one ought to abandon the view that sees perfor

mance (primarily) as 'enactment' (of texts), and treat it instead as 'event' and 'action' 

(pp. 9, 12, 13). However, while FABIAN epistemologically favoured 'creating' in ac

tion (p. 13), this study strongly emphasises performance's (internal and) external regi

me dependencies. In a related sense, PARKIN (1996: xix) saw in cultural performance 

a "methodological metaphor for exploring issues of conflict [...] in wider society." 

A second, more conventional series of connotations surrounding performance, 

concerns the embodiment of emotion (WERBNER and BASU, 1998: 7-8) and 

"'symbolic' or 'aesthetic' activities [...] enacted as intentional expressive productions 

in established [...] genres" (SCHIEFFELIN, 1998: 194). Performance touches upon 

'agency' here to the extent that "agency is not an entity that exists apart from cultural 

construction" (ORTNER, 1995: 186, cf. TORAB, 1996: 237). Emotion is central to the 

ritual life of Iranian, Shicite Sufism, both as a desired religious effect and because of 
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the religious significance of Imamic martyrdom. In conceiving of genres such as Sufi 

'instruction', one has to account not only for a flow of emotion or symbolic 

information between knowledgeable and ignorant persons, however, but also for the 

establishment, in performance, of their respective roles as masters and disciples. 

As performance is about 'embodying', 'expressing', and 'establishing', there may 

also be "failures in engaging a group into an 'audience' role" (FlNNIGAN, 1992: 110, 

cf. SCHIEFFELIN, 1998: 198), which in the present analysis means that acting could be 

out of tune with the hierarchical setting. One sheikh whom I met in the process of 

establishing himself as an independent religious specialist nearly depleted his 

spiritual authority through insecure generic searching in the face of his flock. 

Commencing and interrupting meditative sessions on an established religious 

occasion several times, he did not convincingly establish master-disciple roles. 

Exceptional narrative skills and command over poetry and the Qur'an among 

SoltancalIsahI leaders, inversely, have been crucial in organisational hierarchy and 

SoltancalIsahI 'order'. Internal Sufi order, then, bears a particular relation to the 

masters' virtuosity; their mastery of styles, genres and settings in performance. 

Thirdly, in an overarching sense performance relates to reproduction and survival. 

Each performance effects cultural reproduction, but as performers, genres, settings 

and occasions are never similar through time, each reproduction always engenders 

cultural innovation as well (cf. SAHLINS, 1981). Particularly "transformations in the 

larger political arena in which the performance takes place result in changes in what 

that performance means" (VAN DER VEER, 1994: 82). It has been during such 

transformations that Sufi identity was most vulnerable, because it was made liminal. 

GOFFMAN (1956, 1974) thoroughly analysed the maintenance of the self through 

performance in his studies of the 'presentation of self in everyday life' and, more 

relevant to Sufism, of 'stigma management'. One important reason for the ongoing 

conversation upheld by Sufis towards their opponents, is that "as long as [...] 

individuals are in communication with each other - as long as they are joined in an 

encounter - whatever they are doing is not occult, however esoteric and opaque it 

may appear to be" (GOFFMAN, 1963: 178). 'Occult' here carries GOFFMAN's 

sociological meaning, i.e. a disturbing mental absence from rule-led interactions in 

which legitimacy lies (cf. 1963: 76), but it also bears a literal relation to Shicism's 

religious universe: legitimate performance contains accusations of magic and heresy. 

Not only accusations, reputations or spoiled identities were at stake in the au-
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thoritarian political contexts of this study, however. Everyday life Sufi performance 

had to survive the threat of suppression and violence that came, for instance, with the 

nationalist regime of Reza Shah and with the Islamic revolution. 'State drama' is part 

of Victor Turner's dramaturgical performance theory (PALMER and JANKOWIAK, 

1996: 237). He stressed performance's reproductive functions, in the realm of the state 

and social reality at large, by treating it as (a four phased) 'social drama with conflict 

and conflict resolution' (p. 231), thus assigning to it an intrinsic developmental logic. 

Despite performance's relations to the dependencies of religious regimes, however, 

"performance may be relative process rather than absolute unit and may emerge not 

from some prior plan but also in and through the event itself' (FINNIGAN, 1992:110). 

These three levels and functions of performance - giving shape to experience; 

embodying emotion and symbolic or aesthetic action in established genres; and 

reproduction and survival - define the crucial features of acting in religious regimes. 

3. 

Performance upon internal tensions, relations with other regimes and relations with 

the state account for social dynamics in religious regimes. BAX conceived of the 

relation between religious and state regimes as an essentially 'antagonistic inter-

dependency' (1987: 3). The pattern surely holds in many cases, but not always. There 

has been antagonism but no material interdependence, for instance, between Sufism 

and the state in the Islamic Republic. More interestingly, there has in other eras been 

a pattern of confluence, as much as antagonism, between state and Sufi regimes. 

In his study of the Egyptian Hamidiya Shadhiliya Sufi order's social development 

GlLSENAN (1973) attributed its growth in particular to detailed, internal regulations 

which gave it the power of modern bureaucratic organisations. D E JONG (1974), 

however, contested Gilsenan's view and claimed that growth had primarily been due 

to government assistance (cf. discussion in BALDICK, 1989: 158). It strikes an 

outsider to the debate as obvious that both explanations are not only valid but also 

interconnected, as part of the same historical, socio-cultural and political reality. 

Insiders' and outsiders' concerns similarly coincided in early twentieth-century Iran, 

when the Shah requested of the SoltancalIsahi masters a rulebook for legitimate be

haviour, while they themselves attempted to keep beggars and addicts at a distance. 

An important reason for counter-examples to the proposed pattern of antagonistic 

interdependency lies in the nature of the parties and the relations involved. For Shi-
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cite or Sunni Sufis in the Islamic world, the two major parties to relate to have been 

religious jurists and rulers. To the extent that rulers and jurists engaged in mutual 

antagonism, coalitions between rulers and Sufis were facilitated. Either in coalition 

with or antagonism to rulers, jurists have often constituted competitor regimes for 

Sufism, where Sufism was seen as an obstacle to spiritual authority monopolisation. 

Lateral and vertical relations have also left their marks on internal structures in 

Sufi orders. To the extent that rulers were sympathetic, the orders could safely ignore 

their laterals, while in a patronage limbo they were pressed to accommodate jurist 

orthodoxy. The NecmatollahI orders' internal tensions, then, have often reflected 

(variable) answers to the question of how to relate to power-holders. Many Sufi 

affiliates in the Islamic Republic have, for instance, been less than happy with the re

straints that their masters imposed for reasons of self-preservation. Performance upon 

these tensions has, in turn, significantly determined social developments in the Sufi 

orders. While the Safïcallsahl order disintegrated and remained an arena for compe

tition in the Islamic Republic, centralised control in the Soltan'alïsahl order allowed 

for prominent jurists to visit their religious sessions. Thus, the three (internal, lateral 

and vertical) regime dynamics are not isolated, but inextricably interrelated. Fur

thermore, changing triangular relations between Sufis, jurists and rulers - which in 

different personnel varieties are perhaps descriptive of all religious regimes - rule out 

dichotomous generalisations of relations between states, lateral and mystic regimes. 

I address these changing interrelations diachronically, juxtaposing the Pahlavi era 

and the Islamic Republic, and favouring performance in the two Ne'matollahl orders 

as a vista to account for their social development. There is thus a double comparison 

- of orders and eras - which makes for the description of four mystic regimes. I refer 

to my study as an 'exploration' because contemporary Iranian, Shicite Sufism is large

ly an unknown research field. Furthermore, 'exploration' stresses the openness of the 

history under consideration. This study considers patterns and constraints - the notion 

of 'development' refers to patterned change in a certain direction (ELIAS, in GOUDS

BLOM and MENNELL, 1998: 102) - but it is not claimed that Sufi performance could 

not potentially have been otherwise, nor that actual performance has been reducible 

to internal or external constraints. In this limited sense, in the stress on empirical and 

interpretative openness, my study resembles what MARCUS and CUSHMAN (1982: 25, 

45) described as experimental ethnographies, as opposed to ethnographic realism. 
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Fieldwork has given a definite direction to and thus also imposed limitations on the 

material that this dissertation is constructed from. The most important changes since 

my initial research design concern its scope. I prepared to study all Shicite orders in 

Iran since 1979, with special reference to the NecmatollahIs. I ended up with two Nec-

matollahl orders, whose comparative development over this century I set out to track. 

There were practical but also substantial reasons for this. It soon turned out that 

the idea of studying a range of orders simultaneously was excessively ambitious, 

because of the time, patience and energy involved in establishing productive 

relations. Once I became involved with the two NecmatollahI orders on a regular 

basis, I soon decided to ignore the Haksar, the least accessible, least organised and 

least visible of the Shicite orders (only some references to their religious sessions 

remain in this study). As concerns the Zahablya and the Zo'r-Reyasateyn-Ne'-

matollahl order, I found the only option for in-depth relations was trying to become a 

convert and devoting all of my time to them. An additional reason for ignoring the 

Zo3r-Reyasateyn is that their spiritual path developed in a unique, non-Iranian 

direction after the Islamic revolution. The narrowing of my research scope had an 

overall positive effect, however. Studying two orders that trace their descent to a 

common fourteenth-century founder but derive much of their contemporary identities 

from nineteenth and twentieth-century conflicts over succession, enabled a unique 

perspective on the microcosm of mystic regimes that facilitated their comparison. 

The widening of historical scope occurred during fieldwork too, when I realised 

that the Islamic revolution had only been one of the great caesuras that gave identity 

to the mystic regimes. An understanding of post-revolution Sufism in Iran cannot do 

without reckoning the particular identities that Sufi orders assumed in the Pahlavi dy

nasty. It was mainly in the Pahlavi dynasty that the Iranian nation became an impor

tant frame of reference, that one Necmatollahï order integrated deeply into the elite 

circles of state power and another consolidated its bonds with the clerical elite. The 

key, synchronical concept that I set out with - survival - gave way to a diachronical 

search for historical regime relations - cultural performance and social development. 

My conception of fieldwork aimed at a detailed study of religious practice. As the

matic interest shifted towards comparative social development, however, this focus 

of fieldwork changed as well. The scrutiny of religious practices gave way to ethno

graphic explorations of interaction at the thresholds of internal and external relations. 
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Apart from personal limitations, it is due in large measure to the authoritarian (poli

tical) contexts of twentieth-century Iran, inducing meticulously regulated economies 

of information in speech and writing in persons as much as in institutions, that much 

of the material in this study is open to replenishment. I tried to diminish the effects of 

such economies, however, by comparing both oral and written sources, in addition to 

personal observations and just 'being there'. Oral sources have been indispensable for 

this study, because of the historical memory that Sufis shared with me and that is not 

duplicated in written sources. Written sources have been particularly useful for 

detecting public discourse about Sufism, by partisans and enemies of Sufism alike. 

In addition to Richard GRAMLICH's three-volume Die schiitischen Derwischor-

den Persiens (1965, 1976, 1981), on which any research on Iranian, Shicite Sufism 

must of necessity be based - being the best and most detailed account available - I 

have relied heavily upon the SoltancalIsahI order's corpus of literature. Owing to the 

Soltan'allsahis' unique interest in historical documentation (partly as a means of pro

selytising), the corpus provides one with a unique opportunity to scratch the surface 

of generally a-historical Sufi images of the self and to identify cultural, social and po

litical developments. For the Pahlavi period, MahbQbcalTsah's Hworsid-e Tahande 

has been particularly helpful. NOreddln ModarresI Cahardahl's rather negative wri

tings on Iranian Sufism (particularly his magnum opus, Seyrl dar tasawwof) provided 

a useful counterbalance to Sufi hagiography and an equally indispensable source. 

Lastly, there is a definite urban bias in this study, to the neglect of rural and/or tri

bal Sufism. The importance of such distinctions is indicated by the fact that the Sol-

tancallsahl order became involved in semi-feudal class conflict in Eastern Iran in the 

early Pahlavi era, while in Tehran (its second centre), it has rather been networks, 

crosscutting class divisions, which were important in external relations. Nevertheless, 

the numerical and historical importance of the NecmatollahI orders and the fact that 

jurist and state views and policies have often been constructed on the basis of 

generalised ideas on Sufism in Iran (whether or not rural and/or urban), justify 

extrapolations from my urban NecmatollahT cases to Iranian, Shi'ite Sufism at large. 

Three issues, finally, define in more detail the ways in which I conceive of the re

ligious regimes of Iranian, Shi'ite Sufism as 'mystic regimes'. What particularises Su

fi orders in this study has to do with meaning-power relations, the (religious) status 

of strategies, and, most generally, the conceptualisation of religion and mysticism. 
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Meaning and power 

The concept of religious regime was put forward to tackle reductionism in the anthro

pology of religion and to explore 'the mutual conditioning of power and meaning' 

(BAX, 1987: 1). However, explicit and convincing treatments of (the uses of) sym

bols, ideas, or beliefs in shaping religious regime power (exceptions such as SCHNEI-

DERMAN, 1992 aside) remain rare. Nevertheless, meaning-power relations touch upon 

a paradox that lies to the heart of mystic regimes: how are order, development and 

survival possible among large groups of people who publicly loathe worldliness? In a 

reflection on fieldwork with the Ahl-e Haqq, MlR-HOSSElNl felt puzzled by 

the force with which informants appeared to reject the relevance of any zahir 
(political) interpretation of [their] stories. On reflection, these [...] were not so 
much rejected as taken for granted. But they insisted on the overriding 
importance of the batin [esoterical], and the stories seemed to show less the 
connections between the two worlds than their separation. I suggest that such a 
conceptual segregation [...] is necessary to sustain another central dogma of the 
sect, a dogma shared by all sectarians, that they alone are the 'followers of 
Haqlqat' (Ultimate Truth) (1994, (1): 281). 

Taking this observation as a lead generates the hypothesis that such segregation - and 

the obfuscation of worldly existence - is a premise for the worldly, social and 

political prevalence of religious regimes. In his study of reification in the thought of 

Alfred Schutz, THOMASON (1982: 7) observed of 'successful communities' that they 

"seemed almost always to involve patterns of daily life which members perceived as 

somehow independent of their own will and authority. The more firmly such patterns 

were backed by 'god given' [...] beliefs, the more stable and persistent they were." 

Mystic regimes transform tacit reification, "the way people deny, forget or ignore 

the constructedness of their social worlds," (THOMASON, 1982) into explicit religious 

ideology and practice. Spiritual progress means getting away from the "I" and the 

"here and now", and analogically, monotheistic mystics (according to ARMSTRONG, 

1993: 243) have essentially "made their God transcend the personal category." The 

'overriding importance of the esoterical' that MIR-HOSSEINI referred to invests Sufi 

leaders with authority and power. The Sufi path which leads towards unity and Truth 

and away from the shattered world of seductions, has been paved with spiritual 

authority, embodied in the masters who are uniquely equipped to guide the travellers. 

In the end, Sufis hold spiritual authority to derive itself from the transhistorical realm 
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that produces initiatory dreams, illuminating visions, miracles and missionary orders. 

The success or failure of such ideas largely depends on exterior forces - the prag

matics of interaction, the quality of performance - but acting is nevertheless oriented 

towards such 'meaning', which - through the mediation of acting - conditions 'power'. 

Internal relations are only one level, however, on which meaning conditions 

power in the constitution of order. At the crossroads of their external relations, 

mystic and competitor regimes forward legitimations and delegitimations that are 

oriented towards a transhistorical Ursprung. Without exception, Iranian orders trace 

their (ultimate) descent to Imam 'All, whose existence many mystics hold to have 

preceded creation. A recurrent strategy of enemies, in turn (whether internal or 

external) has consisted of contesting these continuities. Legitimacy lies in the past, 

which figures transhistorically in mystic regimes, but it becomes abruptly grounded 

and materialised in the contestation-and-defense genre. A related genre of 

legitimisation and delegitimisation in which transhistorical claims become grounded, 

concerns 'heresiology'. In heresiology, "polemics sets itself the task of determining 

the intangible point of dogma, the fundamental and necessary principle that the 

adversary has neglected, ignored or transgressed" and it "denounces this negligence 

as a moral failing; at the root of the error, it finds passion, desire, interest, a whole 

series of weaknesses and inadmissible attachments that establish it as culpable" (a 

formulation I borrow from FOUCAULT, in RABINOW, 1991: 382, see chapter three). 

It is only to the background of these meaning-power complexes that one could 

make sense of a 'historical commission' in one order - positivistically concerned with 

facts in a way that few contemporary Western historians would now favour - that de

nies history a material existence of its own. The uses of transhistorical idealism and 

its closure thus enter the equation in meaningfully shaping lateral regime relations. 

Similar processes operate in the external relations between Sufi orders and the state. 

SPIER (1991: 27) mentioned general Pinochet's choosing the company of evange

lists who claimed non-involvement in politics. In the previous monarchy, Iranian Su

fis similarly denied worldliness. CA1I cAnqa nevertheless occupied a parliament seat, 

while his father stated that rebellion was the greatest danger to cosmic harmony. In 

the Qajar-era, inversely, a Sufi who was [only] "talking to men of spiritual discern

ment" (POURJAVADI and WILSON, 1978: 117) (i.e. similarly distancing himself from 

worldly claims) warned the king that neglect of his spiritual authority would ruin his 

reign. This scenario of mystic power - it is claimed by Sufis - subsequently unfolded. 
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Irrespective of the order, many Iranian Sufis have held Sufism to be a Sophia 

perennis without temporal and spatial co-ordinates. But transhistorical and non-

political definitions of mysticism made Sufism temporarily and politically attractive 

to the Shah, when faced with militant Islamic opposition (see chapter one). Religious 

obfuscations and political uses such as these indicate that "the position of religious 

regimes in political arenas is [...] effected by the type of ideology and by the nature 

of the collective fantasy espoused" (THODEN VAN VELZEN, 1992: 203). It has been 

royal receptivity towards Sufism that in turn came to figure in Sufi representations of 

the self (see chapter four). Power, then, "need not [always] be seen as either a cause 

or a first principle [...]" fmy insertion] (DlRKS, 1994: 502). These cases - in which 

prevailing political interest converges with otherworldly religious doctrine - provide 

instances where Sufi 'meaning' conditions 'power' in both state and mystic regimes. 

Strategies 

While all regimes are concerned with questions of external confrontation and internal 

cohesion (BAX, 1987: 3), they are also defined through strategy-led performance. But 

in SCOTT'S analyses, such performance has been related to a unilateral power 

dualism of dominant and subordinate, and opposed to 'authenticity' (GAL, 1995: 411). 

GAL (1995: 419) pointed out that strategies are ill-conceived as straightforward 

responses to unambiguous domination. Political function is mediated through 

language, which is embedded within what she calls 'linguistic ideology' or culture. 

From this conception, it becomes plausible to conceive of strategic acts as cultural 

performance: 'strategic' Sufi acting departs from and is embedded within 'authentic' 

genres, doctrine and discourse. Strategic and authentic acting applies, first of all, to 

the signs that distinguish Sufis from others: stigmata, and to their management 

(GOFFMAN, 1974). Sufi stigmata - in both the Greek sense of bodily markers of moral 

inferiority and the Christian sense of "bodily signs of holy grace" (1974: 11) - have 

divided into the loose signs of stigma that are easily managed, such as clothing and 

bodily movements, and institutionalised ones that stick, such as the Sufi lodge. 

The two aspects which have proved manageable in Sufi lodges, concern naming 

and adornment. Many lodges have changed their names from hanaqah into hoseynlya 

in the Islamic Republic, and they often included portraits of Khomeyni and 

Khamene'i. This 'strategically' facilitated accommodation in the Islamic Republic, 

but also 'authentically' defused conceptualisations of Sufi centres in opposition to the 
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mosque. In the Qajar-era, the king named the SoltancalIsahI leader Sacadatcallsah 

'peacock of the gnostics', in reflection of his expensive taste in clothing. In the 

Pahlavi era, customary civilian clothes became mandatory in many orders. Surely, 

these had Pahlavi modernisation projects as their context, but they also fitted an 

established shred of Sufi doctrine, which held social adaptation to be a religious duty. 

One has to do in these cases with multiple levels in one act - like in any other social 

drama but falling within the range of explicit religious doctrine in mystic, religious 

regimes - in which performance inextricably interweaves authenticity and strategy. 

Apart from scientific reporters, many believers oppose strategy to authenticity as 

well. DIGARD (1978: 512) justly remarked, however, that "Contrairement a ce que 

beaucoup de musulmans (et d'autres croyants) pensent, il n'y a rien d'insultant pour 

eux ou de blasphématoire a se demander si la conception qu'ils ont ou la pratique 

qu'ils font de leur religion répond a une <stratégie>." While in response to an 

outsider's questioning the sheer suggestion may be indignantly brushed aside, 

religious (including mystic, Sufi) regimes have often been very explicit about the 

strategic nature of (religious) performance in unprovoked representations of the self. 

In his historical sociology of Opus Dei ESTRUCH (1995) elaborated upon the sect's 

modern concept of a saint, which included a this-worldly asceticism that prescribed 

'scheming', for which affiliates were prepared in open educational institutions. While 

many Sufis would deny anything like scheming, 'dissimulation' has doctrinal status 

in the SoltancalIsahï order (Pand-e Sdleh, 1372/1993: 35), as among Shicites generally. 

An impeccably dressed affiliate once undressed in the lodge in one SafTcalIsahI 

branch. Underneath his civilian clothes appeared a long white robe (kafan). He saw 

me watch him and explained: "I couldn't do this in the street." Yet, there was no 

notion of insincerity in strategy here, let alone of fooling the jurists. It had to do with 

survival but also religiously prescribed prudence, and authentic distinctions between 

inner and outer realms. Strategic acts do not exhaust the range of religious 

performance, but one may turn the allegedly inimical relationship between strategy 

and authenticity on its head as authenticity is often accomplished through strategy. 

Moreover, strategies vis-a-vis internal tensions, and lateral and state regimes, have 

taken on distinctive features in Sufi regimes. In order to argue this point it is ne

cessary to make another conceptual distinction. TOUWEN-BOUWSMA (1992: 126) cri

ticised the definition of religious regimes for its stress on formality. She described a 

religious regime that was weakly institutionalised and made up of informal relations. 
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A second, underdeveloped variable for mystic regimes is proximity. To account for 

strategies in mystic regimes is first of all to conceive of Sufi performance, ideal-

typically and with these variations in mind, as a differentiation of acting into levels 

of formality and proximity. These variables distribute internal-formal, internal-

informal, external-formal, and external-informal elements (cf. GlLSENAN, 1973). 

Sufi orders are voluntary associations into which one is not bom or integrated 

from an early age. Internally, therefore, and informally (i.e. not on temporally mar

ked occasions or in specific ritual expressions) masters have had to rely heavily on 

qualitative guidance to keep their 'clients' faithful. They have striven to minimize the 

orientation alternatives of their clients to zero as their proper position is at stake with 

it (cf. BAX 1988: 20). It is because of their dependence on public recognition, how

ever, that one could hardly conceive of dependencies between religious specialists 

and 'laymen' as relations between patrons and clients, whereby the specialists mo

nopolise an immaterial scarce good (as BAX, 1988: 10, summerises their interaction). 

The particularity of the internal/informal realm comes to the fore most strongly in 

its special relation to the esoteric (and Qur'anic) core (concept) of 'friendship with 

God' (walayat) - also connoting 'guidance'. Stigmatic proofs of friendship with 

God/guidance are not carried outside the lodge for public display. Having "been 

conveyed from heart to heart [while it] has not been written in books and its prin

ciples cannot be expressed in words" (Pand-e Sdleh, 1372/1993: 35), walayat belongs 

to the innermost, divine realm of experience that ultimately breaches any form(ality). 

Formally, spiritual authority bears a relation to the quality of mental counselling, 

financial charity towards the flock and Sufi meditation (zekr). When performed im

peccably, meditations have integrated affiliates, reproduced hierarchy and respec

tability, and contained dissent. When these performances fail in containing dissent, 

competing claims for spiritual authority are always incongruous - given the sacred 

nature of Sufi leadership - and exclusive. Internal authority challenges have often 

been settled through either the challenger's formal separation or his formal expulsion. 

Differentiation between formal and informal, internal realms enables Sufi instituti

ons such as initiation, presupposing grades of knowledge and their shielding. Where 

external constraints are heavy, the inner life becomes more important (religiously). 

Only in extreme circumstances would the mystic regimes' external relations be 

void of strategies, and unilaterally dictated by domination. An inversely exceptional 

situation prevailed in the period 1836-1848, when one NecmatollahI Sufi (HaggI Mir-
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za AqasI) wielded tremendous power in Iran through his influence on Mohammad 

Sah Qagar - participating himself in state domination. In all other cases, that this stu

dy is mainly concerned with, there have been rather more delicate and moderate ba

lances of power and performance. Twentieth-century patterns in relations to state and 

societal competitor regimes have included strategies to accommodate to and integrate 

into the prevailing worldly regimes. These strategies were matched by policies of 

patronage, co-optation, rejection and (ideological) suppression, vis-a-vis Sufism. 

Despite the fact that Sufis have generally defined their mystical Path on a par with 

the holy law - being a prerequisite for higher knowledge - external relations to 

Iranian jurist regimes have generally been tense. Besides doctrinal reasons, this 

tension resulted mainly from competition for spiritual authority. From the eighteenth 

century to the present, one can nevertheless discern a gradual lessening of Sufi 

hostility towards jurists, which coincided with the jurists' slow ascent to power. In 

the late Pahlavi period, most importantly, the SoltancaIIsahI leaders strategically ba

lanced jurist and royalist loyalties, which proved useful to them after the revolution. 

As regards state relations, Sufi orders accommodated to and were to some extent 

co-opted by the nationalist, modernising state during the regime of Reza Shah (1921-

1941). During the regime of Mohammed Reza Shah (1941-1979) the orders' 

integration into elite circles was aided by the state's ideological and material royal 

patronage. In the Islamic Republic state ties were largely cut, but Sufis nevertheless 

managed to attract important clerics with state ties to their sessions, and 

accommodate Sufi spirituality to regime religiosity. The component of reproduction 

in mystic regimes which was external and informal (i.e. not circumscribed in Sufi 

rules) has consisted, therefore, of public or private relations to people in high places. 

Formal and external strategy and 'authentic' religiosity in the Islamic Republic has 

involved charitable donations during the Iran-Iraq war, announcements of public ga

therings, 'open houses' on Shi'ite occasions, and cheap medical services. The mystic 

regimes' persistent denial of any relevance in informal relations to people in high pla

ces has in turn credited the voluntary and disinterested nature of formal-external acts. 

In these strategies, Sufi performance managed to establish religious authenticity as much 

as the Ahl-eHaqqdid through conceptual segregation (MIR-HOSSEINI, 1994, (1): 281). 

The most important conceptual segregation, and its practical implementation, has 

concerned the internal and external Sufi realms. It has particularly been on the 

'outside' that conformity was required in Sufi relations towards the orders that be, 
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while the 'inside' was reserved for Sufi spirituality (see chapter seven). In different 

political regimes and across the orders, there has been patterned variation in these 

'authentic strategies', vis-a-vis internal tensions, and external relations to lateral and 

state regimes. In other words, these historical patterns were given shape to by the 

cultural performances that have distinguished one mystic regime from the other. 

Religion and mysticism 

Only separate elements in GEERTZ's universalist definition of religion (1973 [1966]) 

have retained their descriptive value over the decades since the original publication. 

Paraphrasing, these elements include 1) a system of symbols [which establish] 2) 

long-lasting moods and motivations [by formulating] 3) conceptions of a general 

order of existence [and clothing these] 4) conceptions with [such] an aura of fac-

tuality [that what results is] 5) moods and motivations which seem uniquely realistic. 

Ignoring the text between brackets, it can be easily demonstrated that in a super

ficial sense these elements are descriptive of Shicism in Iran: 1) the colour black, the 

sword, the rosary and saintly shrines are among many symbols that refer to central 

themes and conceptions in Shi'ism; 2) collective emotion involved in mourning cere

monies testifies to long-lasting moods - the 'memory' of Karbala - and motivations -

a sense of injustice and militancy; 3) the Imamate - Shi'ism's theological core - is a 

cosmology; 4) During cASüra, Imam Hoseyn's transhistorical battle between good/ 

truth and evil/falsehood is narrated and depicted in a manner as concrete and histori

cally detailed as possible, and 5) the smooth effectiveness with which the above cos-

mological event was transferred to contemporary circumstances in the Islamic re

volution illustrates the uniquely realistic semblance of these moods and motivations. 

However, ASAD (1993) convincingly contested the central tenet of the definition 

that connects these elements in Geertz's theory - that "religious symbols are sui gene

ris, marking out an independent religious domain" (op. cit., p. 52, cf. BAX, 1987). 

ASAD's critiques centre around the argument that symbols do not by themselves pro

duce and define moods, motivations or cosmology, but only through the power of in

stitutions, disciplines, discourses and practices with which they are intrinsically con

nected (cf. op. cit., pp. 33, 35, 37). Moreover, the power and authority of particular symbols, 

and that which makes them possible in the first place and rules out others, are "to be 

explained as products of historically distinctive [...] forces" (op. cit., p. 54, my emphasis). 
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Religious symbols, then, are not central to this study, while the Sufi orders that 

produce these, in historically distinctive relations to other regimes, are. The cognitive 

centrality of 'belief in Geertz's definition - a distinctly modern and Christian one 

(ASAD, 1993: 47) - is a similar point of divergence. Sufi orders embody a heteroge

neity of beliefs, but some are more powerful than others. Spiritual progress has been 

dependent upon guidance, and it is the authority structures that define assemblies of 

Sufis as orders, which provide powerful symbols, beliefs with a heavy fundament. 

As concerns the study of Islam, TAPPER usefully proposed its anthropology to 

chart "how Muslims (individuals, groups [...]) present/construct themselves [and 

others] as Muslims [and non-Muslims]" [my insertions] (1995: 192). However, to 

avoid this nominalism from turning into an Empty Vessel Theory of Islam that igno

res persistent social and ideational patterns, the anthropology of Islam ought to chart, 

in addition, how presentations and constructions are shaped by and result in figurati

ons: structured and changing patterns of interdependent people (ELIAS, 1978). In 

other words: one would study regimes by relating constructions and dependencies in 

a way similar to ASAD's usage of'social disciplines' (1993: 53). Secondly, "Among the 

conclusions [of] the anthropological study of religion [is] that certain religious ideas 

are universal and seem as old as human society" (STEVENS, 1996: 1088). Mysticism 

has been one persistent social and ideational pattern that defies a plain nominalism. 

Mysticism in monotheistic religions has often been in juxtaposition to orthodoxy -

now as a complement, then as a hostile adversary (cf. ARMSTRONG'S comparisons, 

1993), or to intellectualist varieties of religious experience (AUDEN, 1965). Mystic 

and orthodox regimes not only constitute different ways of life, however, but also 

competing parties for the scarce good of spiritual authority. WEBER's sociology of 

religion (1977 [1922]) offers surprisingly little on these this-worldly conflicts beyond 

psychological, Jamesian (1963) 'varieties of religious experience'. In Christianity con

testations of the nature of resurrection and monotheism have from an early day defi

ned spiritual authority - dyadic in hierarchy, church-like, or dual, master-disciple like 

- among communities of believers. Religious debate bore social and political impli

cations from the outset: "When gnostic and orthodox Christians were debating the 

nature of God, they were at the same time debating [...] spiritual authority" (PAGELS, 

1985: 59). The challenge to spiritual authority was never far off in mystic imagery. 

Despite the fact that early Jewish mystics "were anxious not to antagonise" the rab

bis, their 'throne mysticism' "imagined God as a mighty king who could only be ap-
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proached in a perilous journey through the seven heavens" (ARMSTRONG, 1993: 245). 

The thirteenth-century Persian, Islamic equivalent is c Attar's "Discourse of the Birds' 

[Manteq ot-Teyr), in which thirty birds undertake a similarly perilous journey, many 

dying along the way, to be (re)united with a mystical king who turns out to be 'thirty 

birds' (Si-morg). Such images of power might be symbolical, of inner states, but they 

could also have their bearing on outer states, and embody claims to worldly power. 

Of Islamic spiritual authority it was observed that "Muslims highlight continuous 

genealogies as guarantors of authority [in, for instance,] chains of Sufi teaching [...] 

that link practitioners to the founder of a Sufi order" (BoWEN, 1993: 186). The living 

Sufi centre of authority is the sheikh, pïr or qotb. As disciples invest spiritual autho

rity in his person to the extent that cosmic balances are thought dependent upon his 

being, "1'histoire des saints n'est que 1'histoire de leur autorité" (KERROU, 1998: 32). 

Here mystic regimes stand out as particular religious regimes. Charismatic leader

ship is characteristic of all religious organisation, which often establishes spiritual 

authority as a mediation of sacred texts and personalities. Mystic regimes, however, 

more strikingly so than religious regimes in general, are characterised by personali

sed charismatic leadership, in the sense that Sufi masters embody authority. Sufi au

thority has thus resembled royal authority - kingship's 'divine splendour' in Iran, 

more than God-ordained, mainly derived from this-worldly values of force and 

might. Jurist authority, to the contrary, built largely on ethical or spiritual brokerage -

representation - of the Prophetic and Imamic messages (see chapter seven). Although 

few Sufis would publicly juxtapose themselves to jurists, there are three potential 

challenges in mysticism to orthodoxy: competing mystic readings of scripture and 

holy men (Prophet and Imams), particular competence claims for such readings, and 

the autonomous source of spiritual authority in the figure of the sheikh. It is when 

these challenges materialise in conflict, that continuous genealogies are often contested. 

In both NecmatollahI regimes, stories abound of affluent leaders in other orders, 

and wealth was in some cases visible in the orders' real estate property. Despite this, 

my fieldwork has not produced incontestable facts concerning property relations, 

financial administration, stipends, etc. An important reason is that Sufi spiritual 

authority has often depended upon a master's ability to dissociate himself from 

concerns with worldly gain. Thus, the economic conditions which enable Sufi 

organisation belong to the realm of secret knowledge as much as spiritual instruction 

during initiation. In competition for spiritual authority, however, financial morality 
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enters the equation. "To accept money is to destroy the morality of the act," a Sufi 

related of the behaviour of a competitor, who in his turn had accused the former of 

embezzlements. Economic resources thus figure in my research not primarily as eco

nomic infrastructure, but as narrative devices in competitions for spiritual authority. 

Military power has been ruled out for Sufis since the Iranian state monopolised 

the legitimate use of force - which fits an evolutionary pattern in the relations be

tween states and religious regimes (cf. BAX, 1987: 3). Beyond military and economic 

concerns, however, spiritual authority is a scarce good and an end in itself - manifes

ted in historical balances of need and constraint. Whether or not spoils are its 

produce, spiritual authority remains desirable because of its intrinsic religious value. 

Although Sufi spiritual authority has seen attempts at monopolisation of the 

'means of orientation' (BAX, 1987: 8) in internal and external strife, this has not 

effectively outdone alternatives. The orders have had no means at their disposal - this 

reflects Shicite organisation in general - to prevent affiliates from changing spiritual 

masters. In this respect, ElCKELMAN's observation that "there is an 'essential loose

ness' [...] about Islamic religious organisation" (1981: 293) is particularly to the point 

for modern Iranian Sufism. But most important as an impediment to violent conflict, 

few Sufis have ever presented the Sufi Path (tariqat) as an alternative to the holy Is

lamic Law (SarFat). This study thus discusses indigenously Islamic, mystic regimes. 

* # * 

Part One addresses academic regimes - research paradigms - in the study of Sufism, 

and it explores the long-term developmental history of the NecmatollahI Sufi order. 

Chapter one depicts a wondrous episode in which a range of transnational interests 

colluded in transhistorical and mystical explorations of Iranian Shicism. After 1945, 

Henry Corbin and several Iranian colleagues set out to reconstruct Shicism, to arrive 

at 'the origin of any perspective'. They reached their destination through a quietist 

definition of Shi'ism in the midst of political turmoil, and by then paradoxically 

becoming, after Corbin's death and after the Islamic revolution, a token of 

respectability for political Islam. This episode is illustrative of a crucial mechanism 

in mystic regimes: non-political and transhistorical definitions of religiosity serve 

exterior and temporal political purposes. But it also bears testimony of excessive 

idealism in Corbin's 'hermeneutical phenomenology' of Shicism, which was 

epistemologically bound to miss the real social dynamics. Corbin was himself part of 
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this dynamics, which resulted in the esoterically inconceivable Islamic revolution. 

Chapter two seeks to ground the exploration of NecmatollahI history in a different 

analysis. It begins by addressing Corbin's unitary conceptualisation of Shicism, 

underlying which were neglected histories of conflict about spiritual authority that 

have been constitutive of Sufism. In Weberian ideal-types, these conflicts were 

conceptualised in a dichotomy of law and 'experience' in Islam. The dichotomy's use 

as a tool of analysis is limited, however, because of a pattern of overlap between 

Sufis and jurists, antinomian traditions that dissolve Sufism as a unitary object, and 

the centrality of the state in shaping Sufi-jurist relations. The centrality of the state 

remains similarly unaccounted for in several exemplary studies in the historical 

anthropology of Islam, which complemented the law-and-experience dichotomy with 

an equally Weberian duality of modernity and tradition. Beyond the grid of these too 

rigid notions, it is argued, the social development of Shicite Sufism in Iran has taken 

shape through contingent factors such as state centralisation and royal patronage. 

The eighteenth-century reestablishment of the Ne'matollahï regime in Iran 

developed through two figurations. Initially, the relations of Sufis derived mainly 

from local rulers' competition for power in the absence of a central state. The internal 

dynamics which enhanced Sufi power, consisted of a massive growth in the number 

of converts, which could not be checked by either rulers or jurists. Rulers often 

feared jurists in the second figuration, which had the reunified state at its centre. Ru

lers' Sufi patronage strengthened Sufi challenges of jurist authority. Nineteenth cen

tury Iran did not witness the disappearance of 'traditional' Sufis through the ascent of 

jurist-led, 'modern' religiosity, but, instead, Sufism's socio-political renaissance. 

Part Two deals with the Ne'matollahï regimes in the Pahlavi Dynasty (1921-1979). 

In 1976, a French Ahl-e Haqq convert observed that "le champ du soufisme iranien 

est encore a explorer" (DURING, 1976: 124). GRAMLICH'S studies of Iranian Shicite 

Sufi orders (1965, 1976, 1981) provided unique material and hitherto unparalleled 

analyses of Sufi religiosity and ritual life in the Pahlavi period. However, these 

detailed analyses lacked a generalising treatment of Sufism's socio-political 

development, while it may be generalised for oriental studies that "academic 

treatments of Sufism [...] rarely enter the modern period" (MCGREGOR, 1997: 255). 

Chapter three describes Sufism's transformation in the context of the nation-state. 

The Ne'matollahl orders lost much of their exterior power through the Constitutional 

Revolution (1905-1911) and in the period 1921-1941, under Reza Khan/Reza Shah, 
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because their intimate state ties were cut. Sufism transformed with the new regimes, 

as the nation(-state) became a prime marker of legitimate identity. Internally, 

nationalistic modernisation and the dismantling of traditional power bases that 

occurred in their name, were paralleled by Sufi struggles for spiritual authority. 

Master-disciple relations changed shape as Necmatollahï Sufis took issue with self-

explanatory rule, and implicitly asked for relevance to the nation-state in Sufi 

spiritual authority. Nationalistic modernisation similarly provided external contexts 

for lateral and state relations. In their external representations, too, the Necmatollahï 

Sufi regimes redirected their focus to the particular audience of the Iranian nation. 

Chapter four examines contrary Sufi regimes in the face of political polarisation. 

The nation-state remained an important frame of reference for the late twentieth-

century Ne'matollahT orders. Its representation by the late Pahlavi regime, however, 

became a ground for political contestation. Iranian Sufism in the period 1941-1979 

had royal patronage as an important context, in the face of growing opposition. 

Different degrees of royal patronage - from personal sponsoring to ideological 

incorporation - relate to both the SafTalïsahï order's social prominence and to the 

Soltan'allsahl order's sudden religious opposition. Internally, the SafTalisahl order 

remained a theatre of conflict, which now involved religious and political 

contestation of the aristocratic Freemasonry leadership. The SoltancalIsahïs, in 

contrast, established conspicuous unitary order. Externally, the SafTalisahl elite 

integrated deeply into the stately regime, while the SoltancalIsahIs developed relati

ons to the clerical regime that came to represent the Iranian nation more success

fully. Their relative independence provided crucial room for manoeuvre when the ba

lance of religious power shifted and the political tide swept away the Shah's regime. 

Part Three explores the Ne'matollahl mystic regimes' comparative social deve

lopment and cultural performance in the Islamic Republic. Until 1996, the history of 

the Republic divided into three periods, in which the state ideology successively em

phasised the supremacy of Islam alone ('Islam-Islam'), then blended it with patri

otism ('Islam-Iran'), and finally, from 1989, with full blown nationalism ('Iran-Iran'). 

Chapter five treats the Sufi regimes in the 'decade of war and revolution' 

(MENASHRI, 1990). Initially, the Soltan'allsahls were confronted with oppression, but 

switching sides before the revolution paid off for them. They sought legitimacy in 

mourning sessions for deceased notables, and acted as a national patron of charitas. 

The SafTalïsahïs, to the contrary, were haunted by their Freemasonry reputation. 
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Their lodge was occupied, and once it was recovered, they involved themselves in 

slander concerning financial morality. While the SoltancalIsahIs enhanced their 

reputation through religious nationalism (externally), the Safï'alïsahïs' public, Shicite 

mourning ceremonies were deliberately kept apart from the lodge's Sufi activities. 

They did not, therefore, improve on Safï'alïsahï legitimacy. While the SoItancalIsahIs 

retained unquestioned and hereditary leadership (internally), the Saffalisahis 

dissolved into small rival groups, over which the central leadership retained only 

marginal leverage. In spite of multi-faceted adversity, however, SafFalïsahï 

(hi)stories tell one not of jurist-led state persecution, but of accommodation. 

Chapter six probes an ideological rapprochement between Sufism and the state 

from 1989, through Sufism's continuous ethical réveil and the emergence of 'state 

mysticism'. To some extent the state itself engaged in a revolutionary variety of 

mysticism, and it was observed that many lodges embarked on a 'second life' 

(HASORI, 1375/1997: 8). The SafFalïsahï leadership saw itself devoid of spiritual 

authority and focused, neutrally, on the image of SafFalïsah. Its external, public 

performances pointed to the politicised context of mystical martyrdom, under the 

surface of traditional Sufi/Shicite laments. Among the Soltancalïsahïs, internal order 

remained uncontested. The leadership of Mahbübcalïsah had been authorised by 

divine sanction and by his father's meticulous preparation for it. His death presented 

itself in an historical continuity of saintly Islamic martyrdom, which in turn credited 

Mahbübcalïsah's visionary letters of appointment (and vice versa). Magzübcalïsah's 

subsequent new proclamation of allegedly old rules - for external as much as internal 

consumption - outlined a meticulously detailed socio-political modesty, but - as if in 

exchange for it - it also circumscribed an exclusive realm of Sufi spiritual authority. 

The formality of these assertive Soltancalïsahï rules revealed strength and confidence. 

The order effectively argued the legitimacy of its spiritual realm by referring to 

relations with Khomeyni. Its success, and the effects of state mysticism, became 

apparent in 1997, when several mollahs and prominent clerics paid their respect. 

Part Four and chapter seven bring the explorations of comparative social develop

ment and cultural performance on a broader theoretical plane, by confronting them 

with discussions concerning civil society. Observers spotted an emergent civil society 

in Iran after Khomeyni's demise, in a revival of associational life and civil thought. 

However, civil thought has remained confined, while many associations are to be con

ceived of as ideological state institutions at best. Regarding the classical definition of 
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civil society - civility and associational life beyond primordial attachments, signifi

cantly independent from the state - Sufi regimes have not been a clear referent either. 

Modern Iranian Sufism as represented by the Ne'matollahl orders has been 

characterised by internal and external relations that constitute a mirror image of the 

classical civil society. Internally, relations have been primordial - in the sense of 

exclusive and hidden face-to-face interaction, not meaningfully extending beyond the 

proximity of direct communication. Externally, relations have been characterised by 

either ideological or material state affiliations. Two arguments which apply in 

particular to the Islamic Republic, add to the qualification. Sufism's relations to 

socio-political aims have now been largely severed, while the orders' and the state's 

authority structures, both of which stress exclusive spiritual authority, are analogous. 

Once one takes the historical emergence of Western civil societies as a compa

rison, however, various parallels become evident. There are two instances in which 

Sufism meaningfully - though in paradoxical, implicit, passive, informal ways - re

lates to civil society. Western civil societies originated from literary and artistic cir

cles and debating clubs, not from politically assertive mutual interest groups. De

cisively non-assertive societies made implicit, exemplary contributions (HABERMAS, 

1990). An important new strain in Iranian intellectual discourse in which Sufism 

figures passively as a recurrent reference, provides a parallel. Secondly, Western 

public space, in advance of any full-fledged civil public sphere, was first established 

within societies which were not only mute and inward looking, but also closed and 

secretive, confined to selective memberships. The NecmatollahI regimes have been 

the bearers of a shielded religiosity of their own - which by implication means non-

state religiosity, no matter to what extent they accommodated to the public transcript. 

Thus they confronted, if largely willy-nilly, the state 'colonisation of the lifeworld'. 

* * * 

My field work in Iran in 1996, 1997 and 1998 has nearly covered one year. It has been 

the sort of cursory project - no initiation - that Sufis would certainly consider a 

worldly vanity and dangerous enterprise. After all, "one ought not to jump into the 

ocean when one cannot swim" (that is, without the guidance of a spiritual master). 

One Sufi, filled with laughter, mentioned 'one university professor' who was 'his own 

pupil' (ye ostad-e daneSgahi morid-e hwod bud), while others added that if I wanted 

to learn anything, I had no choice but to 'go (all) the way' (hayad rah raft). There are 
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no claims in this study of knowledge 'from the inside' in the Sufi sense of the term, 

but the esteemed company of the Sufis (and the literature I collected during my stay) 

nevertheless produced some essential ingredients for a broad outline of historical 

development. These ingredients included glimpses of an emerging pattern. 

During my last visit in September 1998, I was led into an informal gathering by 

Sufis whom I had previously known, which - to my great surprise - turned out to be a 

'class of mysticism' (kelas-e cerfan). In the gatherings I had previously visited, which 

were ranging from very formal, lodge-based congregations to almost spontaneous 

meetings, hierarchical master-disciple relations had always been among the defining 

features. Here, the relations of master and disciples had been transformed into teacher 

(ostad) - pupil (Mgerd) relations. While average Sufi gatherings had been decisively 

monological, the class of mysticism featured dialogue, which began by the teacher 

informing what passages in Rumi's Masnavï his audience would like to read. It ended 

with him - as far as I could judge, sincerely - informing whether his evocations and 

explanations of mystic matters had been to the satisfaction of his audience. 

The authoritative words spoken in average Sufi gatherings were not usually 

subject to further verbal exchanges, but here, the pupils had subjected their teacher's 

discourse to questions, and, where his answers were not deemed sufficient, friendly 

but deliberate discussion. The new class of mysticism included a widely varied 

audience, which similarly contrasted with the Sufi gatherings I had previously 

witnessed. There were some fifteen people present, some young children among 

them, women with and without the hegdb, a teacher of yoga who held a low opinion 

of Islam, and Sufis dedicated to traditional Islamic exegesis. In response to one 

particular 'pointe' (nokte) in the teacher's Afasnavf-exegesis, and as if generally 

reflecting the structure of the gathering, one pupil raised an issue which reminded of 

the fundamental debates which currently rage within the world of Iranian Shi'ism: 

Religion is similar to taste. One experiences it not with the head but with the 
soul (gan). If one tries only to 'understand' religion, it becomes cliché. One must 
enjoy it! Once, I even heard someone say: 'Thank God that this prayer is over 
[hoda-ye Sokr In namaz tamam Sod)'. Such a person does not enjoy religion! 

The implicit reference was to the Islamists of whom it is held that they are 'dry by 

religion' (hoSk-e mazhab). The teacher of the flock, finally, was brought at one point 

to the statement that: "Anyone who grows, takes his environment into consideration; 
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it is only people with a closed mind who want to dominate anything and everything. 

If one takes everything, one engages in the relations of hell. One must welcome life." 

The mystic regimes of the past - my exposé ends with the presidency of Khatami -

will now, with current changes in Iran, possibly give way to an emerging civil soci

ety. The new regime may lead Iranian Sufis to celebrate again "Celui qui manifesta son 

humanité, Comme mystère de gloire de sa divinité radieuse, et qui ensuite se montre 

a découvert dans sa creature, Sous la forme de quelqu'un qui mange et qui boit" 

(CORBIN, 1972 (1): 146, citing MASSIGNON, 1955: 39-40, who translated al-Hallag). 




